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How to keep the start batteries charged

The inverter/charger will charge the house batteries if you are plugged in or the generator is running. If
the boost switch is on the house batteries and the engine batteries are connected and they will both get
charged. If the power fails then both battery sets will get depleted.

A small charger will keep your engine batteries “maintained” when you are plugged in. Use the boost
switch ONLY when you need all of the batteries to work together otherwise leave it off. Inexpensive way
to keep the start batteries changed and extend their lives.

Boost Switch

Boost switch which connects both battery banks via a boost solenoid. Advantage is it works quite well.
Disadvantages are

If charge stops with charger malfunction or shore power loss, both batteries will discharge and we
could lose engine/generator start capability.
The boost solenoid also draws ~3 amps to keep closed and is not really designed for continuous
dutyj. Just put your hand on it when it's been on an hour, unattended, any solenoid that gets hot
has the potential of getting a lot hotter.
If the float requirements / settings of your charger (theoretically, set to match your house battery)
are not compatible with the chassis batteries, you could be decreasing the lifespan of the chassis
batteries via overcharging.

Maintenance Charge

The much better way is to use something that 'drains / directs' away some current from house
batteries to keep start battery bank floated under a lower voltage with a limit on how much current start
battery can draw from house bank.
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There are several devices that allow this on the market. One of the most popular is Trik-L-Start
(http://www.lslproducts.net), Simply connect one wire to each side of boost solenoid or isolator and a
third wire to ground. This device stays on all the time and boost is only used for emergency start of
engine, etc.

A higher-end product that does the same thing is the Echo Charger
(http://www.xantrex.com/power-products/power-accessories/auxiliary-battery-charger.aspx). This is a
popular device from Xantrex, a major inverter/solar, etc company. Echo Charger may have more features
and the Xantrex is known for its good customer support.

Further Discussions

Start battery drain
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